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SPECIALTY METALS
Custom metal fabrication
» Ornamental handrails
» Specialty flashing
» Equipment stands
» Tables and carts
» Custom ductwork
» Welded ducts
» Specialty pipe supports
» Artwork

STATE-OF-THE-ART
In Hermanson’s state-of-the-art 32,000 s.f. sheet metal shop
skilled craftsmen produce a wide range of products from
massive duct systems to unique specialty items. Working in
stainless steel, galvanized steel, copper and aluminum, our
Specialty Metals team has designed and built distinctive items
customized for our clients. From trophy cases to custom
kitchen hoods, from hospital door kick-plates to stair rails,
from stainless countertops to a baptismal fount, if you can
imagine it in metal, our Specialty Metals team can build it.

Count on comfort

HERMANSON
“I wanted you to know how much we
appreciated the hard work and
professional attitude that you and your
employees brought to the project. The
teamwork and determination to hold to
the schedule and keep the quality level
high showed in the finished product.
(Restaurant) personnel remarked that
it was one of the smoothest and most
professionally staffed projects they
had ever seen!”
JIM BRAY,
RBI Construction

Cost Effective Creativity
Hermanson’s genesis was as a Sheet
Metal contractor. Since 1979, our crews
have impressed general contractors and
building owners alike with the cost
efficiency and quality of our installations.
Because our customers often have metal
fabrication needs that are particular to
their specific project, the Specialty Metals
group was formed to create these unusual
and often beautiful items.
In our state-of-the-art fabrication shop, we
have designed and built a wide variety of
specialty items for clients ranging from the
Federal government to small churches.
Our workforce is well-trained and
dedicated to excellence; our entire staff is
experienced, creative and committed.
And, because we understand the rigors of
the construction world, we work closely
with our clients to provide Specialty Metal
fabrication that not only meets the need,
but also fits the budget.
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